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ABSTRACT 
The Mobius group of RN U {m] defines N-dimensional inversive geometry. This 
geometry can serve as an alternative to projective geometry in providing a common 
foundation for spherical Euclidean and hyperbolic geometry. Accordingly the Mobius 
group plays an important role in geometry and topology. The modem emphasis on 
low-dimensional topology makes it timely to discuss a useful quaternion formalism for 
the Mobius groups in four or fewer dimensions. The present account is self-contained. 
It begins with the representation of quatemions by 2 X 2 matrices of complex 
numbers. It discusses 2 X 2 matrices of quatemions and how a suitably normalized 
subgroup of these matrices, extended by a certain involution related to sense reversal, 
is 2-l homomorphic to the Mobius group acting on R4 U {m). It provides details of 
this action and the relation of this action to various models of the classical geometries. 
In higher dimensions N B 5, the best description of the Mobius group is probably by 
means of (N + 2) X (N + 2) Lorentz matrices. In the lower dimensions covered by 
the quatemion formalism, this alternative Lorentz formalism is a source of interesting 
homomorphisms. A sampling of these homomorphisms is computed explicitly both for 
intrinsic interest and for an illustration of the ease with which one can handle the 
quaternion formalism. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
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The Mobius group ( = conformal group) of [WN U {m) is the group 
generated by reflections in (N - D-flats and inversions in (N - I&spheres. 
Any element of this group can be written as the product of N + 2 or fewer 
generators and is equal to a Euclidean similarity or the product of an 
inversion and a Euclidean isometry. This description shows that it is easy to 
express Mobius transformations in terms of standard Cartesian coordinates 
[l]. But the resulting formulae are not convenient for many applications, and 
it is generally better to adopt (N + 2)- component inversive coordinates. In 
terms of these coordinates (which will be described later) Mobius transforma- 
tions are expressed by linear transformations which preserve the Lorentz 
bilinear form 
u*v = qv, + u,v, + *** +uN+lvN+l - u,+,v,+, 
and the sign of UN+ s on the cone U * U = 0 [7]. Thus the composition of 
N-dimensional Mobius transformations can be reduced to the multiplication 
of (N + 2) X (N + 2) Lorentz matrices. 
When N = 2 we obtain a more familiar description of Mobius transfor- 
mations by adopting a complex coordinate x. Then products of two or four 
inversions can be written as homographies 
a,z + b, 
z-) 
ciz + d, ’ 
qd, - b,c, = 1 
and represented by the symbols 
fH,= * 
a1 bl 
i I Cl 4 ’ 
while single inversions or products of three can be written as antihomogra- 
phies 
a,Z + b, 
z+ 
c,Z + d, ’ 
a,d, - b,c, = -1 
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and represented by the symbols 
+ff#=+ a2 b2 # 
-2 - ( 1 c2 d2 . 
These complex symbols afford a convenient shorthand for the 4 X 4 Lorentz 
matrices supplied by the general theory. The product of Mobius transforma- 
tions with symbols M,#, Mz#, M,, M4# has the symbol 
-- 
M,#M,M,#Mff =(ill,M,M,~,)#. 
where 2 is the matrix whose entries are the complex conjugates of those in 
M. Also, the conjugacy class of a transformation with symbol M or M# can 
be determined from trace M or trace( M#)2, and interesting subgroups 
can be specified by the form of the symbols which occur in them [7, 81. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the analogous description of 
Mobius transformations in dimension N = 4 which is obtained by adopting a 
quatemion coordinate Q. It turns out that products of two, four, or six 
inversions can be written 
Q * (AQ + B)(CQ + o>-‘9 
while single inversions and products of three or five inversions can be written 
Q + (AQ+ B)(CO+ D)-I. 
After suitable normalization we can represent these by the symbols 
respectively. Then the product of Mobius transformations with symbols M,#, 
MB, M,, M," has the symbol 
This is strongly reminiscent of the complex formula, but we shall see that the 
matrix mapping M + M' is considerably more complicated than mere 
quatemion conjugation of the entries. 
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Two applications of quatemions in connection with Mobius transforma- 
tions are well known. We shall mention them here and include details with 
our discussion of other applications. 
Mobius transformations of R2 U (m} have a Poincare extension to Mobius 
transformations of R3 U {m}, and these act as isometries of hyperbolic 
S-space modeled in the half space {(x, y, t) = (z, t) : t > 0). If the original 
Mobius transformation is given by the complex formula 
az + b 
z+- 
cz+d’ 
ad - bc = 1 
and if we write Q = .z + tj, then as shown in [3, pp. 58, 591, the extension is 
given by the quatemion formula 
Q + (uQ -t b)(cQ + d)-l. 
In another connection, the points of R3 can be represented by pure 
quatemions q = qli + q2j + q3k. Then rotation through 2+ about an axis a 
can be expressed in terms of the unit quatemion 
A = cos I,!J + sin Cc, a 
by the formula [5] 
q - AqA. 
One dimension higher, the points of R4 can be represented by arbitrary 
quatemions Q, and any proper orthogonal transformation can be expressed 
using a suitable pair of unit quatemions by the formula [5] 
Q + AQi?. 
These applications come later; we shall begin with a discussion of the 
quatemions themselves and of 2 x 2 matrices of quatemions. The reader 
who enjoys this account will also want to consult Ahlfors [2] for a representa- 
tion of N-dimensional Mobius transformations by 2 X 2 matrices of Clifford 
numbers. The 2 X 2 matrices of quatemions which occur in his account serve 
to describe products of an even number of inversions among 3-dimensional 
Mobius transformations. 
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2. COMPLEX NUMBERS AND QUATERNIONS 
Complex numbers can be regarded as a field extension of the reals, as a 
real vector space with multiplication, or as a special set of real matrices: 
Z=x+yi -by) N (-; ;). 
Depending on the point of view adopted, the various fundamental properties 
of complex numbers are more accessible or less so. For example, since the 
rule for multiplying matrices is the standard one, the matrix approach shows 
instantly that complex multiplication is associative and distributive, but it 
requires computation to verify that it is commutative and that the given 
system is closed under multiplication. It is not our purpose to give an 
elementary discussion of the fundamental properties of complex numbers, 
but only to note certain aspects of the dictionary between these representa- 
tions, namely, 
z=x-yi- 
1z12 =zZ= x2 + y2 = det 
1 
z-1 = x y-l 
y-p- -y x . 
i 1 
To reconcile the first two of these formulae with the standard expression for 
the inverse of a matrix we note that the cofactor matrix of 
is _F y 
( 1 
itself. 
In order to obtain a considerable simplification later, we wish to advocate 
a flexible notation in which z denotes a vector or a field element depending 
on the immediate context. Thus we allow ourselves to write 
21.22 =x1x2 + yly2 = Re zlZ2 = i(zi.Z2 + z2Z1). 
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In the same spirit we derive the formula for reflection in the line through the 
origin with unit normal n as follows: 
2 --) 2 - 2(n*z)n = .z - (nZ + xE)n = -nZn. 
The most familiar way to introduce quaternions is by writing 
Q = Qo + Qli + QrJ + Q$ N (Q,,> 91, Qp.> Qd, 
where i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = - 1. But it is not at all obvious from these rules 
that the quatemions constitute a skew field, so we quickly indicate the 
equivalent formulations in terms of complex vectors and a special set of 
complex matrices: 
Q = (Q. + Qli) + ( Q2 + Q,i)j = u + uj - 
The rule for handling j is that j2 = - 1 and vj = j Z, so we are explicitly 
stating that multiplication is not commutative. The other field properties are 
fairly easily verified from the complex matrices, and so we do not dwell on 
their derivation. Instead we emphasize several aspects of the dictionary 
between these representations. 
First we note that 
Q = Q. - Qli - Q2j - Q3k = ii - uj - * , 
where * denotes the Hermitian conjugate, i.e. the transpose of the matrix of 
complex conjugates. It follows from familiar matrix rules that a= ST. The 
fact that AB z A E in general is the main reason our quatemion story is more 
complicated than the complex one. 
We also note that 
and 
Q-’ = $- ( _; $‘. 
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We define the scalar and vector parts of Q to be 
S(Q) = Q0 = i(Q + Q) = i trace 
and 
V(Q) = Qli + Qz_i + Q3k = i(Q - Q). 
We refer to the individual components of the vector part as 
V,(Q) = QI> V,(Q) = Qz> V3(Q) = Q3 
when necessary. 
As an extension of the flexible notation advocated for complex numbers, 
we accept that V(Q) is a vector in 3-space and Q itself a vector in 4-space. 
This leads to formulae such as 
PQ = S(P)S(Q) - V(P) *V(Q) + W’)V(Q) 
+ W)V) + V(P) x V(Q), 
which is perhaps most memorable for pure quatemions p and 9 defined by 
S(p) = S(q) = 0, for then it reads 
Pq= -p.q+pxq. 
With 4-vectors we have 
P-Q = PoOo + P,Q, + P,Q, + P3Q3 = S(PQ) = +(Pp + QP). 
Then reflection in the S-flat through the origin with unit normal N is given 
bY 
Q-Q-2(N-Q)N=Q-(NQ+QN)N= -NqN, 
exactly as for complex numbers. 
Two further remarks are in order. The formula for the product PQ shows 
us that PQ = QP for all Q if and only if V(P) = 0, i.e. if and only if P is 
real. The fact that @= QP and Pp = (PI2 > 0 allows us to prove that the 
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norm satisfies IPQl = IPI IQl. This al so follows directly from the matrix 
representation via determinants. 
3. MATRICES OF QUATERNIONS 
We shall have quite a lot to say about 2 X 2 matrices of quatemions 
Even though quatemions do not commute, the product of two such matrices 
is well defined, 
and an important question is whether M, admits an inverse M, such that 
M, M, = I. The theory of determinants is not immediately available, but if 
we temporarily adopt the point of view that a quatemion is a 2 X 2 matrix of 
complex numbers, then we are dealing with partitioned 4 X 4 matrices 
of complex numbers and for these the theory of determinants is available. 
We make two observations which would apply if M were a 2n X 2n 
matrix over an arbitrary field, partitioned into four n X n matrices. First, if 
C = 0 then 
= det A det D = det AD. 
Second, if A is invertible, then 
(t +(i: D-:A-'B) 
is just a collection of elementary row operations done simultaneously, and SO, 
using our first observation, we find 
det M = det( AD -ACA-lB). 
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On the other hand, if A = 0 we find 
= (-1)n2detCB 
= (-,f+n det( -CB) = det( -CB). 
With quatemions, A is either invertible or 0, and so the second observation 
can be strengthened to the unrestricted formula 
det M = det( AD - ACA-rB) 
provided we interpret conjugation by 0 as the identity. (This is a slightly 
outrageous mnemonic, but at least 0 does commute with all quatemions.) 
Since AD - ACA-‘B is a quatemion, det(AD - ACA-‘B) is the square of 
its norm, and hence M is invertible if and only if AD - ACA-lB # 0. 
The calculation which we have just performed can be varied, perhaps 
using column operations instead, to produce a total of eight forms for the 
answer. We define 
L,, = DA - DBD-‘C, L,, = BDB-‘A - BC, 
L,, = CAC-‘D - CB, L,, = AD - ACA-‘B, 
R,, = AD - BD-‘CD, Rlz = DBplAB - CB, 
R,. = AC-lDC - BC, R,, = DA - CA-‘BA 
and obtain 
det M = ILij12 = (Rij12 = AZ, i, j = 1,2. 
Although these eight associated quatemions have the same norm A, it is 
quite possible for them to be mutually distinct, as indeed they are for the 
matrix 
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For future reference we note that 
A2 = (AD - ACA-‘B)( ox - 8A-‘CA) 
= lADI + IBC12 - 2S( ADBAcK) 
= 1~~1~ + (ml2 - 2s(AC D E). 
In deriving this formula we have used the fact that S(XY) = S(YX), which 
follows either from the explicit formula for a product or from the formula for 
S as a trace. We have also used the fact that real numbers such as 1 Al2 
commute with arbitrary quaternions. The reader may wonder if A2 is also 
given by 
-- 
IAD - Bcl’ = 1~~1~ + IBc12 - 2S( ADCB), 
but this is definitely not the case, as we see by considering the matrix 
It follows from the formula det M = AZ that M is invertible if any one 
(and hence all) of the eight associated quaternions is different from 0. 
Granting that M is invertible as a 4 X 4 matrix of complex numbers, one 
might wonder if the inverse has the proper shape to be regarded as a 
quatemion matrix. We answer this question in the affirmative by giving an 
explicit formula for the inverse. 
THEOREM 1. Let 
be a 2 X 2 matrix of quaternions with any one of the eight associated 
quaternions Lij or Rij, i, j = 1,2, di,fferent from 0. Then M is invertible and 
M-l = 
L,lD DR,l 
- L,‘C -CR, 
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Proof. The formula involving L’s can be checked by computing M- 'M. 
Then the formula involving R’s can be obtained by matching entries. For 
example, the (1, 1) entry in M-‘M is 
(DA - DBD-‘C))‘DA - (BDK’A -IX)-‘% 
= (1 - A-lBZ.-lC)-lA-lD-‘DA - (BDB-‘A - BC)-lBC 
= (1 - A-lBD-lC)-l( RDB-‘A)-l( BDB-‘A) 
-(BDB-‘A - BC)-‘BC 
= (BDB-‘A - BDB-lAKIBD-lC)-l( BDB-‘A) 
-( BDB-“A - BC)-%C 
= (BOB-lA - BC)-l(BDB-!4 - BC) = 1. 
The equation LlllD = DRG’ yields 
R,, = D-‘( DA - DBD-lC)D = AD - BD-‘CD. 
We note that if the entries in M commute, the L’s and R’s all reduce to 
AD - BC and our expressions for M-’ simplify to the familiar formula. As 
noncommutative analogue of the fact that the determinant of a product is 
equal to the product of the determinants of its factors, we can use the 
formula (M, M,)-l = hii; ‘M, ’ to read off expressions which determine the 
various L’s (or R’s) of a product in terms of the L’s (or R’s) and the entries 
of its factors. 
4. FRACTIONAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
We let Iw4 U {m} denote the one-point compactification of [w4 and con- 
sider the transformations of this space defined on most points by the formula 
Q --) (AQ + B)(CQ + D>-‘> 
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where the coefficient matrix 
is assumed to be invertible. We complete the definition by declaring that if 
C = 0 then 00 stays f=ed, while if C # 0 then -CmlD + w + AC-l. Since 
quaternion arithmetic and the quatemion norm are both continuous, these 
transformations are continuous as well. 
If the transformation 
Q -+ (4Q + BJGQ + 4-l 
is followed by the transformation 
Q-'(AzQ+ 
then the product transformation is 
&)(C,Q + DJ1, 
Q + [ A,P,Q + WClQ + 4-l + Bz] 
x [ C,( A,Q + WC,Q + D,)-’ + Dz] -’ 
= ([ Ad 4Q + %I + %GQ + WI Go + DJ’) 
x([C20hQ +4) + D,GQ + DJIGQ + w’}-l 
= [(AA + %C,)Q + (44 + WA)] 
x[W,A, + D&,)0 + (‘GB, + W’d-l~ 
In spite of noncommutativity, the coefficient matrix of the product is simply 
the product M, M, of the coefficient matrices M, and M, of the factors. 
Since the transformation corresponding to Z is the identity, M-'M = 
Z shows the transformation with coefficient matrix M is injective, and 
MM-' = Z shows that it is surjective. Our transformations are bijections, and 
we are dealing with a group of homeomorphisms of R4 U (CO}. 
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If M, and M, represent the same transformation, M, MC' represents 
the identity. If 
Q =(AQ + B)(CQ + D)-' 
then 
QCQ+QD=AQ+B. 
By considering Q = 0 and Q -+ ~0 we deduce B = C = 0; then putting 
Q = 1, we find A = D, and noting that AQ = QA for all Q, we discover 
that A is real. Thus two matrices M, and M, represent the same transforma- 
tion if and only if M, = AM, for some real number A # 0. We can choose A 
so that the eight associated quatemions have common norm A = 1 and 
thereby reduce the ambiguity in our coefficient matrices to a factor of f 1. 
Since the square of the common norm actually represents the determinant of 
a 4 X 4 complex matrix, this normalization is preserved under products. Note 
that if the matrix itself has complex entries, the normalization is only 
[AD - BCI = 1 and not the more familiar AD - BC = 1. More details 
about this are available in Section 10. We summarize the developments of the 
present section in 
THEOREM 2. There is a 2-l homomorphism from the group of 2 X 2 
quaternion matrices 
with A = 1 to the group of homeomorphisms of R4 u {m) of the form 
Q-+(AQ+B)(cQ+D)-'. 
5. QUATERNION CONJUGATION 
The product of reflections in the S-flats through the origin with normals i, 
j and k is given by the formula Q -+ g. When we adjoin this transformation 
to our group, we generate products of the form 
Q +(AG+ B)(Cg+D)-1 
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and also conjugates of the form 
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Q 3 (Ag + B)(CQ + D)-l 
= (Qc + fi)-l(Qii + if). 
The products described above are genuinely new transformations, but the 
conjugates are equal to transformations which are already present in our 
group. We shall prove this second assertion by determining explicitly how to 
rewrite these conjugates in the standard form 
Q + (A’Q + B’)(C’Q + II’)-! 
Consider the transformation given by 
Q + P = (QG + H)-'(QE + F). 
We can solve for Q in terms of P by writing 
QGP + HP = QE + F 
or 
Q(GP - E) = -HP + F; 
hence 
Q = (HP - F)( -GP + E)-‘. 
Since the transformation with which we began is just the inverse of this one, 
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A more convenient formula for this matrix is 
and if we apply this formula to the conjugate discussed in the last paragraph, 
we find that 
(;: ;:) = [( _y :)( $ ;)‘i _y ;)-‘]-l. 
In other words, if the original transformation has coefficient matrix M, then 
the transformation conjugated by Q + 0 has coefficient matrix 
where M* denotes the transpose of the matrix whose entries are the 
quatemion conjugates of those in M, and 
The notation M 4 M * reminds us of Hermitian conjugation, and there 
are two senses in which this is appropriate. First, since the quaternion 
conjugate of a complex number is just its complex conjugate, the operation 
reduces to Hermitian conjugation on matrices with complex entries. Second, 
if the mapping M + M * is interpreted in terms of 4 x 4 matrices of 
complex numbers, it really is Hermitian conjugation. This fully justifies the 
notation and confirms that (MN)* = N*M*, (M *)-l = (M-l)*, etc. Note 
that neither transposition nor conjugation separately enjoys this property of 
having a definite meaning independent of the interpretation of M. 
A number of facts about the mapping M -+ M' are now clear. Since the 
matrix K above is real orthogonal, K * = Kf = K-l, and an easy computa- 
tion shows that the mapping M * M' is an involutory automorphism of the 
group of invertible matrices. Moreover, if M is normalized so that its eight 
associated quatemions have common norm A = 1 (that is, so that its incarna- 
tion as a 4 x 4 matrix of complex numbers has determinant A2 = 11, then 
inspection of the formula for M' shows that it too has this property. Finally, if 
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M is a matrix of complex numbers, computation shows that 
1 
M’ = -M. 
det M 
This means that the restriction of the quatemion formalism to complex 
matrices has an extra factor - 1 associated with the sense-reversing transfor- 
mations that was omitted from the complex formalism described in the 
introduction. The utility of this hidden - 1 will emerge in Section 7. 
We summarize our results to date in 
THEOREM 3. The group of 2 X 2 quaternion matrices M which satisfy 
the normalization condition A = 1 can be extended by an involution # 
satisfying #M# = M’ = (KM*K-l)-l. There is a 2-l homomorphism from 
the extended group to the group of Miibius transformations of R4 U {w} 
given by 
- Q + ( AQ + B)(CQ + 0)-l, 
-+Q+(AQ+B)(cQ+D)-l. 
The statement of Theorem 3 anticipates our identification of the homeo- 
morphisms described by the formulae of Theorem 3 and our simultaneous 
proof that the homeomorphisms of the second type are really distinct from 
those of the first type. 
6. THE MGBIUS GROUP OF [w4 U {m} 
We proceed to identify the homeomorphisms of Theorem 3 with the 
elements in the Mobius group of Iw4 U {a}. This group can be defined as the 
group generated by reflections in 3-flats and inversions in 3-spheres. Altema- 
tively it can be described as the set of transformations of [w4 U {m} which 
preserve cross ratio [7]. By using both of these definitions we obtain our 
result quickly and with a line of argument that generates other useful 
information as well. 
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We have already seen that reflection L, in the 3-flat L, through the 
origin with unit normal N is given by 
Reflection in the 3-flat L, parallel to L, and a distance d from L, in 
direction N is given by 
L, = L2(Ll)2 =(L,L,)L, 
-- 
Since L, L, is the translation Q -+ Q + 2dN, z, can be written 
Q+-N@N+2dN 
= (NQ- 2d)(OQ- N)-l, 
which is a fractional transformation with the symbol 
having all eight associated quatemions equal to - 1. 
Inversion in the 3-sphere IQ - A( = r maps Q to Q’, say, and is 
determined by the fact that Q’ - A is a positive multiple of Q - A and 
satisfies 1 Q’ - Al IQ - Al = r2. It follows that 
Qf_A=z _ 
Q-A 
IQ - Al . IQ - Al 
and hence the transformation is given by 
= r”(Q -x)-l, 
Q + [ AQ + (r” - IAI”)](Q -A)-’ 




This is a fractional transformation with the symbol 
( 
IA 
r2 - IAl2 
r r 
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which again has all eight associated quatemions equal to - 1. 
Since the generators of the Mobius group are of the form 
Q --) (AQ + B)(CQ + D)-l, 
products of an even number of generators are of the form 
Q + (AQ + B)(CQ + D)-’ 
and arbitrary products of an odd number of generators are of the form 
Q + (AQ + B)(CQ + II-‘. 
Thus the Mobius group of R4 u ( ~0 is a subgroup of the group of homeo- } 
morphisms of Theorem 3, and the form of the Mobius transformation 
determines whether it is orientation-preserving (product of an even num- 
ber of generators) or orientation-reversing (product of an odd number of 
generators). 
We have already mentioned that the transformation Q + Q is a product 
of three reflections and hence a Mobius transformation. Thus to complete 
our identification of the Mobius group with the homeomorphisms of Theorem 
3, we have only to show that arbitrary homeomorphisms of the form 
Q + (AQ + B)(CQ + Zl-’ 
are Mobius transformations. We do this by demonstrating that they preserve 
the cross ratio 
(IQ1 - Q2l IQ3 - Qd(IQ1 - 931 IQ2 - Q41)-i 
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of arbitrary sets of four distinct points in R4 U (~1. The special case when 
one of the original points or one of the image points is equal to a is covered 
by a standard continuity argument on the b-sphere in R5. We therefore 
restrict attention to the general case when the points and their images all lie 
in R4. 
LEMMA 1. If Ql and Qz are transported to Qi and Qh by the transfor- 
mation Q --f (AQ + B)(CQ + D)-’ with A = I AD - ACA-‘BI, then 
A 
IQ’ - “’ = [CQ, + DI lCQz + DI lQz - Qll. 
Proof. If C = 0, 
IQ; - Q;l = IAQ,W + m-1 - AQ~D-’ - ~~-11 
= IAl lQ2 - Qll ID-‘1 
which is of the required form. 
If c f 0, 
IQ; - Q;I =I(AQ~ + B)(cQ, + D)-’ - (AQ, + B)(CQ, + LI)-‘~ 
=I[( AQz + B) - AC-‘(CQ, + ZI)](CQ2 + D)-’ 
= 
-[(AQ, +B) -AC-'(CQ, +ZI)](CQ~ +D)-‘1 
‘B - AC%'I(CQ, + D)-’ - (CQ1 + Zl-‘1 
‘B - AC-lD' 'CQ, + D’-’ 
X t(CQ, + 0) - (CQz + 0) IICQ, + D1-l 
= I AC-‘DC - Bcl 
ICQ, + Dl lCQz + DI 
192 - Qll 
A 
= 
ICQ, + Dl ICQ, + ,,lQ2 - 01” 
as required. 
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COROLLARY. The trunsfomtions Q + ( AQ + BXCQ + D>-’ pre- 
serve cross ratio and are therefore equal to Miibius transformations. 
Proof. The result is immediate if we compute the cross ratio of the 
images using the formula of the lemma. W 
Mobius transformations are conformal and therefore represented locally 
by a similarity. The lemma allows us to calculate the magnification factor of 
this local similarity. 
COROLLARY. The local mugnijkation factors for Q + ( AQ + BXCQ + 
D>-’ and Q + ( AQ + B)(CG + D)- ’ with A = 1 AD - ACA- ‘BI are 
A]CQ + Dj-’ and Al@ + DlW2 respectively. 
Proof. For the orientation-preserving case we let Qr and Q2 + Q in the 
formula of the lemma. For the orientation-reversing case we precompose 
with the isometry Q + Q and use the fact that magnification factors are 
multiplicative. n 
Note that the magnification factor for an arbitrary segment is the geomet- 
ric mean of the magnification factors which attach to its ends. 
7. FORMULAE FROM [WN U {a) 
Our basic attitude towards the quatemion formalism being developed 
here is that it provides a useful shorthand for the real 6 X 6 Lorentz matrices 
which the general theory offers. Accordingly we draw freely from the general 
theory [7] in our effort to sharpen the efficiency of the quatemion formalism. 
It is now appropriate to quote detailed formulae for the (N + 2kcomponent 
inversive coordinates used to describe the inversive geometry of [WN U {m}: 
Point x E IWN x = (x, ~(llxl12 - l), ~(llxl12 + 1)) 
Point 00 x = (0, 1,l) 
Halfspacen*x>,d[n*n= 11 C = (n, d, d) 
Proper N-ball ]]x - a]] < r ia, &(Ijal12 - r2 - l), 
&(llal12 - r2 + 1)) 
Improper N-ball ]]x: - al] > r &-(lldl” - r2 - I), 
&(llul12 - r2 + 1)) 
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Point coordinates are regarded as positive homogeneous, and in connec- 
tion with the Lorentz bilinear form mentioned in the introduction they satisfy 
x* x = 0, xN+2 > 0. We refer to half spaces and proper and improper 
N-balls as caps, because stereographic projection lifts them to spherical caps 
on the N-sphere in [w N+ ‘. Cap coordinates satisfy C * C = 1 and name the 
set of points X such that C * X > 0. The complement of C is -C, and 
reflection (inversion) in the common boundary of C and -C is given by the 
linear transformation 
u-, u-2(C*U)C. 
If C and D are both caps, then C * D has a quantitative geometric 
interpretation: if the boundaries of C and D meet, then C * D = cos $, 
where rC, is the angle between inward-pointing normals at any common point; 
if the boundaries of C and D do not meet but are separated by an inversive 
distance 6, then C * D = cash 6 or -cash 6 as the caps are nested or not. 
By comparing the 6-vector for a half space (d-ball) with the symbols for 
reflection (inversion) in its boundary, we see that the linear correspondence 
c = (C,,C,,C,,C,,C,~C,) = (Q&G) 
-a M,# = 
Q 
-c, + c, 
maps complementary cap vectors C and -C to the two symbols for their 
common boundary involution. Henceforth we shall refer to this reflection or 
inversion by the generic term inversion. 
Notice that the symbol Q represents a vector in the expression for C and 
a quatemion in the expression for M,. # Our flexible notation has been 
designed to allow this freedom. Notice also that the eight quatemions 
associated with Mc are each equal to 
-QQ-C;+C;= -C*C= -1, 
just as expected. 
LEMMA 2. If MT and Mz# are symbols for inversions in the boundaries 
of caps C, and C,, then MI = --ai, i = I,2, and 
M,M; + M,M; = -2(C,*C,)Z. 
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Proof. Both matrices M are of the form 
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M= 
with R and S real and all eight associated quaternions equal to - 1. It follows 
that 
M’ = (&$f*K-‘)-l = K 
Then 
-0102 - R,S2 -R,Q, + R,Q, zz 
-s,G + %a -%Qz - S,R2 
+ 
-Q& - R,S, -R,Q, + R2Q1 
-s2Q, + a2 -&QI - S2R, ! 
= -(Q#, + 0201 + R,S2 + %&)I. 
Since both vectors C are of the form 
C = (Q, -;(R + S), -+(R - S)), 
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we have 
2C,*Cz = 2Q1.Qz + 2 
(&,S,)(“z;” 
= Q,Q, + Q& +R,S, + SIR, 
and the result follows. 
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COROLLARY. If M’ is the symbol for inversion in the bow&y of a cap, 
then 
(a> (A4#>’ = -Z and 
(b) M’ = -M-l. 
Proof, If we put C, = C, in the lemma, we find MM’ = -I, and this 
proves both results. m 
COROLLARY. lf MI# and Mf are the symbols for inversions in the 
boundaries of perpendicular caps C, and C,, then 
(a) M,Mi = -M, M; and 
(b) M;M, = -M;M,. 
Proof. We obtain (a) by putting C, * C, = 0 in the lemma. Then we 
obtain(b) by using M’ = -M-l. m 
COROLLARY. The symbol for a product of n inversions in mutually 
perpendicular caps satisfies 
(Mn# . . . MfM:)’ = 
-I if n = 1,2,5, 
I 
if n = 3,4. 
Proof. We use (a> and (b) of the previous corollary and then (b) of the 
first corollary to show that 
M#M#_ n n 1 
. . . M#M#M#M# 
2 1 n nl 
. . . M#M# 
2 1 
= M,M;_, .** M,M; 
= (-l)“-‘M,M;( M,_,M;_, *.. M,M;) 
= (-l)“(M,#_, *.* M#M:)2. 
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The result then follows by a finite induction starting with (a) of the first 
corollary. n 
LEMMA 3. Suppose inversion in the boundary of cap C maps cap D to 
cap D’. Then 
Mc#MD#Mc# = M# D” 
Proof. We compute the expression on the left using in succession 
Lemma 2, part (b) of the first corollary of Lemma 2, the linearity of the 
mapping C + Mc#, and the formula for inversion: 
M#M#M# = M C D C M’ M# C D C 
= [-M,M;:-2(C*D)I]M: 
= [MD - 2(C * D)M,]” 
= M,#_ 2(c * D)c = M$ n 
In the complex formalism described in the introduction, the analogue of 
the conjugation equation M:MEMc# = M,#, has a curious extra factor 
of - 1. See [8] for details. Our remarks preceding the proof of Theorem 3 
now show that this factor can be removed by changing the formalism from 
#M # = a to #M # = M’ = (l/det M >a. It is probably not worthwhile to 
make this alteration when the complex formalism is used on its own, but it is 
interesting that our investigation of the quatemion formalism has brought this 
possible modification to light. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose h is a Miibius transformation which maps the cap 
D to the cap h(D). Then 
(a> ifh has symbol H, then HM,#H-’ = M,#(,,; 
(b) ifh has symbol H#, then -H#M,#(H-‘I’# = Mh#cD,. 
Proof. The symbol for h can be written as a product of symbols for 
inversions, 
M,#M,#_ 1 a.. M,#M,#, 
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and then by repeated applications of Lemma 3 
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( M,#M,#_l e.0 Mf)MD#(M1# ... M,#_,M,#) = M&,. 
On the other hand, repeated applications of part (a) of the first corollary 
to Lemma 2 yield 
( M,#M,#_, a** M:)(M: *** M,#_,M,#) = (-1)"Z. 
This means that if n is even, so the first factor is H, then the second factor 
must be H-', while if n is odd, so the first factor is H#, then the second 
factor must be [ -( H-l>']#. 
8. THE LINEAR ACTION ON [w6 
We have been led to associate cap vectors in R6 with the symbols for 
their boundary inversion: 
c = (c,,c~>c3’c4,c5>c,j) = (@ -+(R + s), -+(R - s)) 
Now we modify this to a bijection between lR6 and a 6dimensional subspace 
of the quatemion matrices, which we shall refer to as the coordinate matrices: 
U= (U,>~,>U,,U4,Us,U6) = (Q, -+(R + S), -+(R - S)) 
For a cap vector C, MC is just M," without the #, but in general coordinate 
matrices will not be invertible. For example a point Q E R4 has coordinate 
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vector and coordinate matrix 
(Q, $(QQ - l), i(QQ + I)) * MP = 
THEOREMS. Transformations Q + ( AQ + BXCQ + II)-’ and Q -+ 




Proof. Since every vector in R 6 is a real linear combination of cap 
vectors, it is enough to check the formulae on these vectors. But for 
cap vectors Theorem 4(a) gives 
and the first formula follows because 
(H-l)‘= ( _GE -f). 
In the orientation-reversing case Theorem 4(b) gives 
M h(D) = -HM;( H-l)‘, 
and the second formula follows because 
(H-l)‘= (T. T) and Mf, = -ii?,. n 
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Note that the second formula also follows because Q + ( AQ + B) 
(CQ + 0j-l is just the composite of Q + Q and Q --) (AQ + BXCQ + 
0)-l. T& effect of Q -+ Q on point coordinate matrices M, is obviously 
M, + M o, and since these span R6, they determine the action. 
A second point of interest related to the matrices Mq concerns their 
behavior under the action of h(Q) - ( AQ + BXCQ + D)-‘. If we work out 
the details, we find 
where /h’(Q)1 is the local magnification factor of h at Q as determined in 
Lemma 1. 
As an easy corollary of Theorem 5 we have 
THEOREM 6. The 2-l homomorphism from 2 X 2 quaternion matrices 
satisfying A = 1 to 6 X 6 real proper orthochronous Lorentz matrices is 
given explicitly by mapping 
to 
I I I I I I I \ 
AE+BC Aii? - Bii? Ajb - Bjc Akii - Bki? At?-BTj AC+Bn 
I I I I I 1 , 
S(AB-CE) S(AiB-CiD) S(Aj%CjD) S(Aki?-CkD) (+--+) (++--) 
\S(AB+CE) S(AiB+CiE) S(AjE+CjD) S(AkB+CkD) (+-+-) (++++)I 
where the first four entries in each column are given by the components of the 
quaternion indicated, and (Ed, Q, eg, 
&1A12 + E,IBI’ + ~$1~ + ~~101~). 
Q) is an abbreviation for the sum 
(See also the announcement of Hellegouarch [6].) 
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ProoJ The standard basis for [w” is represented by the coordinate 
matrices 
M5=( _; -A), M,=(: -A). n 
For a sample we calculate the third column Uf in the Lorentz matrix. 
First 
Ajo - Bjc - AjB + Bjx 
= 
CjO - DjC -CjE + Dj,X 
AjB - Bjc -2S( AjB) 
= 
2S(CjD) - (Ajo - Bjc) 
then 
u = ( Ajo - Bjc, S( AjB - Cjfi) , S( AjB + cja)) . 
We are continuing to make use of our flexible notation in order to streamline 
these calculations. 
9. MODELS OF VARIOUS GEOMETRIES 
In N dimensions the Mobius group M, acts on Il N = IWN U {ml or 
(after conjugation by stereographic projection) on the unit N-sphere CN C 
[WN+ ‘. There are various connections with conformal models of the classical 
geometries and the groups belonging to these geometries. 
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9.1. Hyperbolic (N + I)-Space 
First of all, the unit ball 
gN+’ = {x E RN+’ : llxll < 1) 
bounded by CN can be equipped with the hyperbolic metric 
2ds 
dh = 
1 - llxl12 ’
and then it serves as a conformal model of hyperbolic (N + l&space. The 
elements of M, have a unique Poincare extension from C N to the elements 
of MN+ i which act on IIN+’ and stabilize the ball B N+ ‘. In this way the 
group MN acts as th e u group of isometries of hyperbolic (N + U-space. f 11 
An element of MN is represented by an (N + 2) X (N + 2) Lorentz 
matrix L = (Zij) and can be assigned a norm llLl] = (C1t)i”. This norm is 
related to the hyperbolic distance p through which the Poincare extension of 
L moves the center 0 of B N+ ‘. The exact formula is [4] 
llLl12 = /(ZI12 + 4sinh2 p. 
The proof of this formula involves the intermediate stage 
IlLI? = N + 2 + ‘+;+,,+, - I), 
so that really the key fact is that 
1 N+2N+2 = cash p. 
But now the formula of Theorem 6 shows us that when N = 4 there is a neat 
connection with our quatemion matrices. 
THEOREM 7. Zfthe Miibius transformation Q -+ (AQ + BXCQ + 0)-l 
or Q + (AQ + BXCQ + D)-’ with A = 1 acts through its Poincart? exten- 
sion as an isomety of the hyperbolic S-space modeled in the ball B’, it moves 
the center 0 of B5 through a hyperbolic distance p given by the formula 
IIMI12 = IAj2 + lB12 + (Cl2 + (Dl2 = 2cosh p. 
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Theorem 7 generalizes an exactly analogous result for the action of a 
2-dimensional Mobius transformation on the ball model of hyperbolic 3-space 
[3, pp. 61, 621. 
9.2. Spherical N-Space 
The stabilizer of the center of B N+l acts on all of [WN+’ as the orthogo- 
nal group O(N + 1). We can recognize the elements of the subgroup 
O(N + 1) C MN as the transformations of minimal norm m. Alterna- 
tively, the elements of 0( N + 1) are the isometries of ZN with its usual 
metric, and they can be recognized because they commute with the standard 
antipodal map. In point of fact all the fured-point-free involutions of 2 N in 
MN are conjugate to the standard antipodal map. This means that subgroups 
conjugate to O(N + 1) in MN can be described either as the stabilizer of a 
point in BN+l or as the centralizer of a f=ed-point-free involution of C N. 
Returning to our quatemion description of M,, we observe that the 
antipodal map of the_ d-sphere is given by Q + -Q-l, and hence the 
transformation Q + Q belongs to the orthogonal group O(5). This means 
that the transformations Q -+ ( AQ + BXCQ + D>-’ and Q + ( AQ + 
B)(CQ + D>-’ are either both in O(5) or both not in O(5). 
THEOREM 8. The following conditions are equivalent for the transforma- 
tion 
Q -+ (AQ + B)(CQ + D)-’ 
with symbol 
satisfying A = 1 to be in O(5): 
(i) llM11’ = 1Al2 + IB12 + ICI2 + IDI = 2, 
(ii) M* = M-l, 
(iii) IAl = lDj2, jB12 = ICI2 = 1 - JA12, AC + BB = AB + ED = 0. 
Proof. The elements of O(5) stabilize the center 0 of B5, and by 
Theorem 7 this is equivalent to condition (i). 
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The elements of O(5) commute with the antipodal map Q + -Q-l, 
which carries the symbol 
Our transformation commutes with the antipodal map if and only if 
A#M = +MA#, hence A#M(A-')'# = +M. 
To clear up the ambiguity of sign we note that M must factor as a product of 
inversions in great &spheres, and by Theorem 4 these satisfy 
-A#M;( A-‘)‘# = M,#, = M”, = -M,X. 
The appropriate criterion is therefore 
A#M( A-‘)‘# = M or AMrAe =M. 
We recognize A = K- ', so M' = A-'M-'*A and our criterion reduces to 
condition (ii). 
The equivalence of conditions (ii) and (iii) follows from the fact that 
and 
Because the algebra is interesting, we also include a direct proof of the 
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equivalence of conditions (i> and (iii). This proof uses the formula for A2 
which we developed in Section 3. 
IAC + BB12 + IxB + ELII + +(IAl” - 1D12)2 + +(IBI” - IC12)’ 
= ( AC + BD) (CA + IIs) + ( iiB + CD) ( i?A + ik) 
+$(IA12 + ID12)2 + $(lB12 + IC12)2 - 21A121Dj2 - 21B121C12 
-- 
= IA121C12 + IB121D12 + 2S( ACDB) 
-- 
+ 1~1~1~1~ + IC121D12 + 2S( ACDB) 
+ +(IAl” + ID12)2 + +(lB12 + IC12)2 
- 21A12jD12 - 21B121C12 
= +(IAl” + 1D12)2 + (IAl” + lDl”)(lBl” + ICI”) 
++(lB12 + IC12)2 - 2A2 
= +(lA12 + IB12 + ICI2 + lD12)2 - 2. n 
THEOREM 9. There is a 2-1 homomorphism from the quaternion matrices 
satisfying A = 1 and I Ai2 + I B12 + ICI2 + I D12 = 2 onto the real proper 
orthogonal 5 x S matrices given by mapping 
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to 
I I I 
AiE - Sic Ajo - Bjc Akis - Bki? 
I I I 
S(AB-CB) S(AiB-CiB) S(AjB-CjD) S(AkB-CkB) (+--+) 
The same notational conventions apply as in Theorem 6. 
Proof. When M represents an orthogonal transformation, the matrix of 
Theorem 6 must reduce to a diagonal 1 and the orthogonal matrix above. For 
interest’s sake we verify directly that conditions (i) and (iii) of Theorem 8 
reduce the last row and column of the matrix of Theorem 6 as required. It 
is immediate that ( +, +, +, + ) = 1 and AC + BE = ( +, +, -, - ) = 
<_+, -, +, -) = 0. The vanishing of the other four entries follows from 
AB + CD = 0 because, for example, 
S( AiB + CiE) = S(( BA + k)i) 
= -V,( i?A + EC) 
= V,( AB + CD). n 
9.3. Euclidean N-Space 
Turning from spherical geometry to Euclidean, we recall that the stabi- 
lizer of 00 represents the Euclidean similarities. Thus the similarities of R4 are 
given by the quatemion transformations with C = 0, namely 
Q -+ AQD-1 + BD-‘, 
A + AQD-’ + BD-‘. 
By Lemma 1 or directly we see that the magnification factor for these 
transformations is 1 AD-‘I. The isometries of RN are the similarities with 
magnification factor equal to 1. Thus if we maintain the normalization 
A = 1 ADI = 1, the isometries of R4 constitute the subgroup with C = 0 and 
1 Al = I DI = 1. The isometries which stabilize the origin also satisfy B = 0, 
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and we obtain a representation of O(4) by the transformations 
-- 
Q-+AQB and Q*AQD. 
In a moment we shall derive this result a second way, but this seems the 
appropriate place to state 
THEOREM 10. There is a 2-1 homomorphism from the quaternion 
matrices 
satisfying 1 Al = IDI = 1 onto the real proper orthogonal 4 x 4 matrices 
given by 
I I I I 
AE AiB Ajo AkB 
I I I I 1. 
The same notational convention applies as in Theorems 6 and 9. 
Proof. This result can be &rived either by specializing Theorem 9 or by 
applying the formula Q -+ AQD to the basis 1, i, j, k. 
9.4. Hyperbolic N-Space 
An arbitrary N-ball or half space in RN U {CQ} can serve as a Poincare 
(= conformal) model of hyperbolic N-space. The isometries of this model 
are given by the restrictions of the Mobius transformations in MN which 
stabilize it. If H is an arbitrary d-ball or half space in R4 U (m}, then by 
Theorem 5, Q 4 ( AQ + BXCQ + D>-l stabilizes H if and only if 
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and Q + (AQ + BXCQ + D)-' stabilizes H if and only if 
There are two very natural choices for H-the unit ball 
H, = (0, -1,0) 
and the half spaces 
H, = (N,O,O) with M,= 
In the case of the unit ball, the direct isometries satisfy 
(: :)(: :)( $ 2) 
-AC+BD tA? -PI2 = 
-ICI2 + lOI -(-AC+BD) 
or 
(Ai2 - (~1” = )Dl2 - /Cl2 = 1 and AC= BE. 
The opposite isometries are just these composed with Q + e. Among the 
direct isometries the ones which stabilize 0 are those with 0 = (A0 + B) 
(CO + D>-l, hence B = 0. Butthisimpliesinturn IAl = 1, C = 0, IZII = 1, 
and we recover the representation of O(4) which we had a moment ago. 
In the case of the half space H,, the direct isometries satisfy 
(: :)(Z &)( !c -Aq 
( 
-- 
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S( ANB) = S(CNfi) = 0 and 
-- 
AN3 + BNC = N, 
and the opposite isometrics satisfy 
-- 





2S(CND) - (AND + BNC) 
or 
-- 
S( ANB) = S(CND) = 0 
10. INTRODUCTION REVISITED 
-- 
and AND+BNC=N. 
The applications of quatemions mentioned in the introduction can now 
be viewed from our more advanced perspective. 
In the remarks preceding Theorem 10 and again in Section 9.4 we saw 
that pairs of unit quatemions A and D with 1 Al = 1 D( = 1 can be used to 
represent the direct isometries of R4 in the form 
Q --) AQi% 
Theorem 10 itself reminds us that the action of this transformation on the 
basis vectors 1, i, j, k of R4 is 1 + AD, i -+ AiD, j + Ajo, k + Aks. The 
isometries of the lR3 spanned by i, j, k appear as the subgroup that stabilizes 
1. Since 1 DI = I Al = 1, the condition As = 1 means simply that D = A and 
we get our representation of the isometries of R3 by the mapping 
q + AqA 
on pure quatemions. 
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Theorem 6 gives insight into the action of a 2 X 2 quatemion matrix 
whose entries all happen to be complex numbers. Since complex numbers 
commute, the eight associated quatemions all reduce to ad - bc. The 
standard quatemion normalization assures that the complex number A = 
ad - bc has norm 1, but not that it actually equal to I. We shall use Theorem 
6 to get an insight into the action of this transformation and the way it 
specializes when we do have h = 1. 
Two nice pieces of algebra related to the simplification of the matrix of 
Theorem 6 are that 
and 
ajd- bjC = (ad - bc)j = Aj E span{j,k} 
S(aj& - bjC) = S((ab - cd)j) = 0. 
With these simplifications and other similar ones the 6 X 6 real matrix 
becomes 
( I I 0 0 I I 
az+bE (at?- bE)i aE -bB aE +bd 
I I 0 0 I I 
0 0 I I 0 0 
Aj hk 
0 0 I I 0 0 
S(aZ -cd) S((a5 -cZ)i)) 0 0 (+--+) (++--) 
S(a& +cZ) S((a&+cd)i) 0 0 (+-+-) (++++) 
The e-space span{I, i} is invariant, and the pencil of 3-spaces containing this 
2-space, which includes the 3-spaces with normals j and k, is turned in a 
uniform way about it. If A = I, these 3-spaces remain fxed, so that each of 
them is mapped into itself. Any one of them, say the one with normal k, 
furnishes a Poincare half-space model of hyperbolic 3-space with absolute 
equal to @. The Poincare extension of the mapping z + (az + b)/(c.z + d) 
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from the absolute to this hyperbolic S-space is naturally given by 
z + tj -+ [U(Z + tj) + b][c(z + tj) + d]_‘, 
as claimed in the introduction. 
Finally, we can use the remarks above to see that the famous homomor- 
phism of SL(2, C) onto the 4 X 4 orthochronous Lorentz matrices must be 
the restriction of the homomorphism of Theorem 6 contracted so that its 
image consists of real 4 X 4 matrices: 
I I I I 
ad + bZ (aa - bE)i a.? - bd aE + ba 
I I I I 
S(aZ - cl) S((aZ - cJ)i) (+--+) (+-t--) 
S(aZ + d) S((aZ + cZ)i) (+-+-) (+-I-++) 
This formula is in agreement with similar ones developed by other means. 
(See [S] and references cited there.) 
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